
Bathroom Faucet and Accessory Collection

Parallel



Parallel wall-mount single-handle bathroom sink faucet | K-22567-4-CP
Parallel floor-mount bath filler trim with handshower | K-T23492-4-CP
Parallel robe hook | K-23529-CP 
Parallel 24" towel bar | K-23525-CP
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The facets of refinement
The Parallel™ collection by Kohler blends 
the opposing elements of flat surfaces and 
sharp angles into a harmonious balance. The 
faceted forms that result from this interplay of 
geometry set the collection apart. 
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Discover the many facets of 
contemporary design with this 
versatile collection. 

The Parallel collection is rooted in 
minimalism with a distinct personality 
that is at once accessible and at the 
cutting-edge of design. 

Parallel™
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The balanced versatility of this collection 
allows it to blend in or stand out, depending 
on the surrounding decor. 

The machined surfaces ensure 
geometric precision among the 
intersections of shapes and lines.  
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Understated chic
The Parallel™ collection is the epitome of 
understated chic with sculptural designs that 
speak to quiet refinement. Every element 
commands attention without overwhelming 
the space, while the signature faceted forms 
invite beautiful reflections that add depth and 
dimension to any bath or powder room.
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Parallel widespread bathroom sink faucet | K-23484-4-CP

Parallel towel arm | K-23526-CP



Single-Handle

Bathroom sink faucets
The combination of circular shapes with 
square designs lends a distinct look to each 
faucet while the characteristic angle defines 
and unifies the spouts and handles across the 
collection. Every line speaks to precision and 
control as each surface expresses a natural 
and undulating flow for complete balance.  
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Widespread Wall-Mount
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Single-handle 
bathroom sink faucets 
The collection allows you to choose from 
a variety of single-handle faucets. The 
distinct design of the faucets, coupled 
with height options, gives the collection 
a unique flexibility to fit a broad range of 
contemporary decor.  
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Tall Standard Short

8" (205 mm) 3" (100 mm) 2" (62 mm)
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ParallelTM Tall single-handle bathroom sink faucet | K-23475-4-BL
Parallel towel arm | K-23526-BL



Parallel™ floor-mount bath filler trim with handshower | K-T23492-4-CP
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Floor-mount bath filler
Every design element was carefully controlled 
for precise geometric shapes. The result is a 
statement piece for the bathroom that exudes 
taste and style. 
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Showering and accessories
The Parallel™ collection provides a full range of line-matched 
showering products and accessories. Its versatility and 
range make it the perfect choice for contemporary decor. 

Innovative Katalyst® air-induction 
technology mixes air and water 
to produce large water droplets 
that deliver a thoroughly drenching 
shower experience.
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Parallel™ Rite-Temp® pressure-balancing 2.5 gpm shower trim set | K-TS23503-4-CP
Parallel transfer valve trim | K-T23509-4-CP

Shift® Square multifunction 2.5 gpm handshower | K-14788-GR-CP 
Awaken® deluxe slidebar | K-98342-CP

MasterShower® 60" metal shower hose | K-9514-CP 
Awaken wall-mount supply elbow | K-98350-CP
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Parallel™ Tall single-handle bathroom sink faucet | K-23475-4-BL
Parallel Rite-Temp® pressure-balancing 2.5 gpm shower trim set | K-TS23503-4-BL

Parallel vertical toilet tissue holder | K-23527-BL
Parallel robe hook | K-23529-BL 
Parallel  towel arm | K-23526-BL 

Parallel  hotelier | K-23530-BL
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Parallel™ Bathroom Faucet and Accessory Collection

Finish Options:

Polished Chrome
(CP) 

Vibrant® Brushed Nickel 
(BN)

Matte Black
(BL)

Short single-handle bathroom  
sink faucet
1.2 gpm K-24804-4
1.0 gpm | K-24804-4K
0.5 gpm | K-24804-4N 

Single-handle bathroom sink faucet
1.2 gpm | K-23472-4
1.0 gpm | K-23472-4K
0.5 gpm | K-23472-4N

Tall single-handle bathroom  
sink faucet
1.2 gpm | K-23475-4
1.0 gpm | K-23475-4K
0.5 gpm | K-23475-4N

Escutcheon plate 
K-23481

Widespread bathroom sink faucet
1.2 gpm | K-23484-4
1.0 gpm | K-23484-4K
0.5 gpm | K-23484-4N

Wall-mount single-handle bathroom  
sink faucet 
1.2 gpm | K-22567-4

Wall-mount two-handle bathroom  
sink faucet 
1.2 gpm | K-T27120-4

Single-function showerhead with 
Katalyst® air-induction technology
2.5 gpm | K-24805
1.75 gpm | K-24805-G

Rite-Temp® pressure-balancing  
bath and shower trim set
2.5 gpm | K-TS23502-4
1.75 gpm | K-TS23502-4G

Rite-Temp pressure-balancing  
bath and shower trim set  
without showerhead
K-TLS23502-4

Rite-Temp pressure-balancing  
shower trim set
2.5 gpm | K-TS23503-4
1.75 gpm | K-TS23503-4G

Rite-Temp pressure-balancing  
shower trim set without showerhead
K-TLS23503-4
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Rite-Temp pressure-balancing  
shower valve trim 
K-TS23501-4

Transfer valve trim
K-T23509-4

Wall-mount bath spout  
with diverter
K-23510

Deck-mount two-handle  
bath faucet
K-27121-4

Deck-mount single-handle  
bath faucet with handshower
K-23488-4

Wall-mount two-handle  
bath faucet trim
K-T23491-4

Floor-mount bath filler trim 
with handshower 
K-T23492-4

18" towel bar 
K-23524

24" towel bar
K-23525

Hotelier
K-23530

Towel arm
K-23526

Vertical toilet tissue holder
K-23527

Pivoting toilet tissue holder 
K-23528

Double toilet tissue holder
K-21897

Robe hook
K-23529
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